
CODE OF CONDUCT Approved at the November 5, 2014 AGM 

Promote safety, peaceful enjoyment and treat all users kindly and with respect.

Watch and control your dog(s) at all times and take immediate action to stop your dog(s) from
injuring, bullying, or threatening.

Any dog who is aggressive, contagious, younger than 4 months, lacks its vaccinations, or is in
heat should not be in the zone.

Once toys/balls are released into play, do not expect these items to be returned if found by other
dogs.

People should not run, cycle, skateboard , cook, or hold private events in the zone.

Alcohol and food are not allowed in the Zone.

Hazardous items such as weapons, laser toys, choke or spiked collars, balls smaller than 2.5"
diameter (standard tennis ball), or glass containers are not allowed in the Zone.

Do not give any treats, food, drink, or toys to any dog without permission of its owner.

Do not involve any dog in any activity without the owner’s permission.

Do not grab, pick up, or discipline a dog without the owner’s permission unless you or your dog
is in danger.

Do not let your dog dig holes. Fill in any holes he or she digs.

Carry a collar or harness and leash for every dog you bring into the park

Close all gates behind you immediately and leave the gate pen areas quickly with your dog.

Dispose of litter including poop, barf, clumps of animal hair, cups, cigarette butts, and
packaging.

Pick up and dispose of POOP!

Bring your own bags for poop/waste pick up. Bring extra bags if you can and put in them in
containers for use by people who run out of, or occasionally forget, bags.

Move around as much as possible and don’t congregate.

You should be aware that un-neutered dogs may be more aggressive and/or incite aggression in
other dogs.



If any dogs are involved in a conflict that results in injuries requiring veterinary care, the owners
of those dogs should consider sharing the expenses.

All dogs must wear identification information including the dog’s name and current contact
information.


